- Quick Guide
1. Instrument preparation

3. Heat Stabilization

9. Place the Maintainor
card in the sample tray.

1. Turn the instrument on
The system check and heating will
take 3 - 5 minutes. Sample tray is
moved during start-up.

10. Start treatment

Start the run by pressing the
start button above the screen,
or by pressing START on the
screen.

2. Insert a USB flash drive
For direct saving of the log file

3. Main screen is
displayed when ready

11. Treatment

Heat stabilization can be performed
when the set temperature is reached,
indicated by the text WAIT on the
start button.

During heat stabilization, air is
evacuated from the card. The
sample is treated according
to set parameters. When the
sample tray returns to
starting position, remove the
Maintainor card from the tray.

4. Enter CARD NAME/ID
This information could also be
updated by using CARD INFO for
the sample in process during
sample treatment.

4. Downstream analysis
5. Set METHOD

See back side for available metods

12. Preparation

The sample is ready for further
preparation and anlysis. See
back-side for vital information on
extracting samples.

13. Storage

If sample is to be stored, it should
be kept at -80 C.

2. Sample preparation
6. Reset/Start ex-vivo time
Reset the ex-vivo time to meassure
the time from sampling to
stabilization.

7. Place the sample

Place sample centered in the
Maintainor Tissue card.

14. Log file

Remove the USB to view the
log file in
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (xls).

8. Close the card

Close the Maintainor Tissue card by
pressing down the lid. Ensure that
the lid has sealed completely by
gently pressing down the cover
encircling the sample chamber.
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Please refer to Stabilizor T1 User Manual for safety
instructions and more detailed information.
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Method selection
QUICK FRESH (COMPRESS)
To be used for fresh tissue that does not need
to keep its structure.
QUICK FROZEN (COMPRESS)
To be used for all tissue below +20 °C, down
to -80 °C, that does not need to keep its structure.

Extraction of proteins from
heat-stabilized tissue

To ensure the most efficient extraction of proteins
from heat-stabilized tissue samples, the following
must be observed:

FRESH (STRUCTURE PRESERVE)
To be used for fresh tissue that should maintain
its structure, i.e that must be minimally compressed.

1. Use a denaturing buffer
Buffers based on >8M urea, >6M GuHCl or >1% SDS
have proven to be effective. Other components
such as detergents and buffering agents can be
added as long as the concentrations of the
denaturing agents are not affected.

FROZEN (STRUCTURE PRESERVE)
To be used for all tissue below +20 °C, down
to -80 °C, that should maintain its structure, i.e. that
must be minimally compressed.

2. Use a buffer-to-sample ratio greater than 10
For maximum extraction efficiency it is important
to add at least 10 times the amount of sample,
i.e. 10 μl of buffer for each mg of sample.

CUSTOM
Manual mode where all parameters can be set by
the user.

3. Ensure thorough homogenization
Using ultrasonication, grinding or ball mill.
Although heat-stabilized samples will usually
homogenize easily, it is very important to ensure
that the initial homogenization step is extremely
thorough to facilitate the resolubilization of
proteins.

VACUUMPACK
To be used for setting a sample under vacuum
- no heating used.
(Can be used before re-freezing of a sample)

Errors detected during treatment

All errors in this category will be shown when they are
detected and are saved in the log file entry for the
treatment that was affected.

Additional recommendations for specific
analytical downstream analysis can be retrieved
at www.denator.com
or application@denator.com.

200 Contact vacuum
The contact vacuum keeping the Maintainor Tissue card
in position during treatment has not been reached. A
possible cause is a damaged Maintainor Tissue card.
Rerun current sample in a new Maintainor Tissue card.
If problem remains exchange the O-ring.
201 Cavity vacuum
The air evacuation from the cavity failed. A possible
cause is a leaking Maintainor Tissue card, either from
damaged top foil or from unproper closing. Rerun
current sample in a new Maintainor Tissue card to avoid
undertreatment. If problem remains check needle for
damage.
202 / 204 Card Shuttle
The card shuttle system did not reach correct travel
positions at the expected time. Check for obstacles and
rerun sample.
203 Sample size
The sample is above the specified size. Contact Denator
application specialist for recommendations on large
sample treatment.
205 Heating System
Upper heater did not reach the correct position. Rerun
current sample to avoid undertreatment.
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Contact

Arvid Wallgrens Backe 20
SE 413 46 Gothenburg, Sweden
Phone: +46 (0)31 412 841
Fax: +46 (0)31 412 840
E-mail: inform@denator.com | order@denator.com
Website: www.denator.com
Support:
E-mail: support@denator.com | application@denator.com
Disclaimer

Denator will use reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date information in this document. Denator makes no warranties or
representations of any kind as to the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of the information. The information shall not be considered
to constitute a warranty or representation of any kind, legal or other, or a quality specification. Neither Denator nor any party involved
in creating, producing or delivering this document shall be liable for any damages arising out of use of this document, or any errors or
omissions in the content thereof.
Stabilizor™ and Maintainor™ are trademarks of Denator AB in specific markets. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Products and technologies from Denator are patent pending. All infringements are prohibited and may be prosecuted.
Please contact Denator AB for further details. Products are for research use only.
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